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In our final Market Outlook for 2021, we share our expectations for the year ahead, including 
our macroeconomic outlook and views on investment markets. We also look beyond 2022 to 
consider some of the longer-term structural changes that could emerge over the next decade, 
and what they mean for traditional investment portfolios.
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Economic activity is normalising – up to a point
Compared with recoveries following previous recessions, the current economic recovery has 
been faster and more globally-synchronised – largely due to the speed of rolling out vaccination 
programs in the major economies. This rebound was also generated by significant government 
support measures introduced in 2020 to help cushion business and household incomes during 
the short recession.

Also unusual was the so called “K-shaped” recovery in which different sectors of the economy 
diverged, with a strong rise in spending on goods helping to offset declining spending on services. In 
addition to accelerating the recovery, this was one of the key reasons behind recent inflation pressures.

Over the next few years, we expect global economic growth to slow from the strong vaccine-
driven rebound of 2021. However, it’s still likely to remain above average, as activity progressively 
normalises back towards its pre-pandemic long-term trend.

Underpinning next year’s above-trend growth is the massive surplus of household savings – the 
result of elevated government support payments and an inability to spend on services such as 
travel and eating out. In the face of fading government stimulus, higher household wealth from 
rising asset prices should also help support consumer spending.

As consumers return to more typical shopping habits, spending on services should move back 
towards pre-pandemic trends next year. But the path to normalisation is likely to be bumpy 
with new virus variants, such as Omicron, and rising virus cases over the Northern Hemisphere 
winter, notably in Europe where mobility restrictions are tightening. However, thanks to increasing 
vaccination rates and introduction of new oral antiviral drugs, we remain confident that spending 
on services will continue to recover. 

The strong spending on consumer durable goods such as electronics, home furnishings and 
fitness equipment – mostly purchased online during lockdowns – should also revert to more 
normal levels. And with consumer activity normalising in 2022, we expect inflationary pressures 
to ease over the next six to nine months, as recent price rises slow or reverse.
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As factory and transport workers return to work and air freight capacity lifts with the resumption 
of passenger flights, supply bottlenecks should clear, reducing inflationary pressures.

Current semiconductor shortages have slowed the production of a range of items, including new 
vehicles. We believe these will ease as manufacturers expand chip-making capacity and foundry 
closures in Asia due to virus outbreaks become unnecessary.

As with traffic jams, it will take time to clear backlogs, and for supply and transport arteries 
to flow freely again – so prices and wages will probably remain high in the short term. But 
encouragingly, there is early evidence that transport costs are already starting to decline, factories 
and ports are clearing backlogs, and raw materials prices are decreasing.
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China is one region where we have a slightly less optimistic outlook for next year. With the 
government likely to continue its structural economic reforms, and still enforcing a zero-COVID 
policy, we expect to see slower growth in 2022.

One sector undergoing significant adjustment is the property industry, which has been a major 
growth contributor over the past few decades. The government is engineering a slowdown in 
the property sector, in a bid to reduce house price speculation and financial instability risks. This 
comes at a time when global demand for Chinese manufactured goods is also likely to slow.

In addition, President Xi’s common prosperity policy agenda seeks to more forcefully rebalance 
the economy between Chinese capitalism and socialist characteristics – a move which has the 
potential to dampen entrepreneurialism. While the Chinese government will try to carefully 
manage this rebalancing, the risks of a policy error have increased. Given that China is the largest 
consumer of many commodities, particularly those used in construction, this could result in much 
slower growth and lower commodity prices.

 

In previous Market Outlooks, we’ve put forward the view that the current bout of high inflation 
will be temporary as economies start to normalise. This expectation underpins much of our 
short-term portfolio positioning. Further disinflationary tailwinds include falling commodity 
prices from slowing Chinese growth, and flat to lower energy prices as OPEC+ lift production 
next year.

We also anticipate international border reopening, along with a normalisation of pre-pandemic 
migration numbers, and a return to work as elevated savings are drawn down. This will help ease 
the recent worker shortages that have pushed up wages in certain industries.
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Policymakers set to tighten slowly
With economies normalising in 2022, central banks will continue to progressively withdraw the 
emergency policy settings introduced at the beginning of the pandemic:

• The US Federal Reserve is likely to completely phase out its net purchases of bonds by  
June 2022.

• The European Central Bank is set to end its Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme  
in March 2022.

• The RBA should stop its bond buying program in February 2022.

Ending these quantitative easing programs gives central banks the option of then lifting interest 
rates – depending on progress towards full employment, and whether inflation and expected 
inflation remain above the targets.

With large increases in government debt over the past two years, governments will be looking to 
rein in spending and increase tax collections over the next few years. We expect this substantial 
tightening of fiscal policy to be tempered in 2022 by political events, such as Australia’s 
federal election and the US mid-term elections. However, because smaller budget deficits are 
a headwind to economic growth, central banks are likely to remain wary of the risks of over-
tightening monetary policy while governments are withdrawing stimulus.

In our view, marginally tighter fiscal policy and high debt will mean that central banks remain 
“behind the curve” when it comes to lifting interest rates, even if inflation and wages growth 
are overshooting their targets. Governments have traditionally deleveraged through financial 
repression, sometimes referred to as “inflating away” debts. This is where interest rates are kept 
well below nominal economic growth rates – particularly during and after major wars. 

We expect that real interest rates – that is, interest rates after inflation – will remain negative in 
2022, and probably for many years to come. This approach will help budget repair, reduce the real 
value of debts, and make up for years of central banks undershooting their inflation targets.
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This is why we still hold a relatively negative view on fixed interest investments heading into 2022, 
and predict that fixed interest returns will remain poor next year. We also expect that the relatively 
high levels of bond market volatility seen recently, will continue into 2022 – as macro-economic 
and inflation volatility keep fixed interest investors uncertain about the path of interest rates.

In this scenario, cash and shorter-duration fixed income securities potentially provide a better 
source of capital stability, as well as a better hedge against inflation if the high inflation turns out 
not to be transitory. 
 

Equities likely to grind higher
Corporate earnings growth has been the primary driver of equity returns in 2021, rather than 
rising valuation multiples – and we expect this trend to continue in 2022. Above-average 
consumer spending and business investment should translate into solid revenue and earnings 
growth next year, assuming that companies can maintain profit margins near current levels. 

To date, company profit margins globally have been remarkably resilient, despite supply chain 
pressures, higher wages and rising input costs. This is partly due to the changing composition 
of equity markets. An increasing share of the equity market is dominated by sectors such as 
technology, healthcare and communication services – which have significant pricing power due 
to their intellectual property, high barriers to entry, and less price-sensitive demand.
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We anticipate central banks gradually withdrawing liquidity and taking initial steps to lift interest 
rates in 2022. However, longer-dated bond yields are likely to increase more gradually and we 
expect that real interest rates will remain quite negative. 

As a result, equity valuation multiples are forecast to remain high next year, supported by low 
bond yields. Even though equity markets are at record highs and equity valuation multiples are 
elevated relative to historical levels, solid earnings growth and low interest rates are likely to drive 
equity markets even higher in 2022. 
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Equities will also be supported next year by the continuing portfolio rotation into riskier assets 
such as equities, property and alternative investments. This trend is driven by investors needing 
to earn returns above inflation, as well as elevated levels of corporate demand for equities 
through mergers, acquisitions and share buybacks.

In this environment of economic normalisation, negative real interest rates and slowing growth, 
we predict that more expensive, longer duration, higher quality growth stocks will hold market 
leadership over cheaper, lower quality cyclical sectors that are more sensitive to inflation, with 
lower pricing power, and that tend to benefit when economic growth is accelerating, as we saw 
earlier this year.
 

Looking beyond 2022 – the long-term implications  
for your investments
When we consider longer-term structural trends beyond next year, a few things stand out as 
having a possible impact on the performance of traditional investment portfolios. 

Firstly, we could see a reversal of the structural deflationary forces that have been supported by 
increased globalisation and automation over the last 30 years. This is due to a range of factors:

• Ageing demographics – leading to a shrinking workforce, declining excess savings, fewer 
taxpayers and rising demand for healthcare.

• De-globalisation – as companies bring production closer to home and diversify supply 
chains, which potentially increases input costs, but builds security of supply and lowers 
exposure to import tariffs.

• Rising costs from climate change, pollution and decarbonisation – which could lead to 
rising prices on carbon emissions, as well as carbon adjustment import tariffs and other 
measures that pass on costs to end consumers.

• Increased focus on Environmental, Social and Governance issues – including rising voter 
anger at wealth and income inequality, which may result in more worker-friendly corporate 
policies, higher corporate taxes and other measures that could lower worker productivity 
and corporate profitability.
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If these longer-term forces lead to significantly higher long-term inflation in coming decades, 
there could be ramifications for traditional portfolios – particularly when the starting point is one 
of historically-high valuations for traditional asset classes. Cash, government bonds and even 
equities may not be able to keep pace with inflation, let alone generate a return above inflation. 
We’ve seen extended periods in the past when this happened. 

What’s more, if interest rates rose dramatically in response to structurally higher inflation, all asset 
classes would become increasingly correlated with each other and with interest rates. This could 
reverse the forces of the past 30 years, where falling inflation and interest rates created a bull 
market in bonds, property and equities.

In this scenario, portfolios would need to have higher exposure to a range of alternative assets 
less correlated with traditional investments, which could perform in a different inflation regime 
to the one we have become used to. For example, hedge funds and private equity funds tend to 
depend more on investment manager skill than market direction. 

Real assets have some degree of inflation protection and may still be able to generate above-
inflation rates of return. These include:

• commodities 

• natural resources – for example, farmland, forest assets and water entitlements

• inflation-linked securities

• certain types of real estate 

• infrastructure – such as renewable energy.
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Key take-outs
Many of the trends and concerns that we’ve discussed over the past six months are set to 
continue into 2022. These include slowing but above-trend growth, normalisation of economic 
activity and spending patterns, and gradual removal of the pandemic-era government and central 
bank stimulus measures.

In our view, investors are likely to continue worrying about inflation and higher short-term interest 
rates in 2022, while equities keep providing solid returns, although not of the same magnitude as 
we’ve witnessed over the past 12 months.

Beyond next year, the outlook is more uncertain – and there are strong arguments for why 
inflation could be higher than we’ve seen in recent years. This means that investors may not be 
able to rely as heavily on traditional investments of cash, fixed interest and equities to generate 
returns above inflation.

Finally, we would like to take the opportunity to wish you and your families a happy end of year 
and all the best for the upcoming holiday season. We look forward to bringing you more  
Market Outlooks in 2022.


